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TEXT: Mark 11:9 "And those who went before and those who followed cried out,
'Hosanna! Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!"

From a preaching standpoint, this is one of the strangest and most difficult
days of the year. In spite of life's complexities -or perhaps because of them—
something deep within us longs for the neat and the simple. Perhaps that
explains -at least in part- the continuing popularity of the cowboy movie. In that
classic bit of Americana, for an hour and a half at least, life is the way we wish it
really were.

There is nothing subtle or complex about either the plot or the characters.
The good guys wear white hats and ride white horses. The bad guys wear black
hats and ride black horses. The good guys are totally good. The bad guys are
altogether bad. And, in the end, the good guys always win.

Unfortunately, life is rarely that simple. As the poet, Joaquin Miller, once
wrote:

"In men whom men condemn as ill
I find so much of goodness still

In men whom men pronounce divine
I find so much of sin and blot

I do not dare to draw the line
Between the two where God has not."

The same might also be said of events. Events like Palm Sunday. On the one
hand, it marks our Lord's triumphant entry into Jerusalem. On the other, it
opens the week which leads to his arrest, trial, torture, and death. On the one
hand, it might be called the high water mark of Jesus' popularity. On the other, it
signals the beginning of the end -at least as far as his earthly life was concerned.

It is this complexity, this paradox, that makes Palm Sunday so strange
and so difficult. We all know how to treat Christmas and Easter. Those are happy
times, unmitigated by sadness of any sort. And we all know how to treat Good
Friday. It is altogether solemn, if not bleak.

Like the cowboy movie, those days are simple and predictable. But not
Palm Sunday. This day contains such a mixture of good and bad, of joy and
sadness, of acceptance and rejection that we scarcely know what to make of it.
And I suggest to you that, in the long run, we can only affirm it. Affirm both the
good and the bad, the joy and the sadness, the acceptance and the rejection.






